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GARDENING

SECRETS
of a
GLORIOUS
GARDEN

Here, we follow the growing year in the beautiful gardens
at Loseley Park in Surrey, with plenty of practical ideas
for you to use in your own plot
words by stephanie donaldson

photographs by jason ingram

OCTOBER: CLEARING AND PREPARING

THE LAST VISITORS have departed and the gates closed for the final time this year, but the pace has not slackened
for the gardening team as they prepare for winter and plant the spring bedding. September’s colourful borders have given
way to seed heads and dying foliage in silvery greys and browns, silhouetted in the misty late autumn light. Evergreen
hedges, trees, topiary and ornamental grasses continue to provide a structural framework in the walled garden as work
begins on clearing beds and borders ready for the next season. For us, our year with the gardeners at Loseley has ended.
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LOSELEY PARK & GARDENS
Standing in ancient parkland close to the North Downs, this Surrey estate has been home to the More-Molyneux
family for more than 500 years. The two-and-a-half-acre walled garden has undergone an impressive renaissance
over the past 20 years, spearheaded by the current owners Michael and Sarah More-Molyneux. As head gardener
Richard Burnip (Burney) says: “We all have the same gardening problems – ours are just on a larger scale.”

PLANT OF THE MONTH

MULBERRY

The mulberry tree is a central
presence at Loseley. Not only
is there a venerable specimen
growing on the lawn, with a
younger tree at the heart of
the flower garden – it is also a
family emblem. In the drawing
room of the house, a Latin
motto refers to longevity of the
tree and the brief life of the
fruit. To the More-Molyneuxs,
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this represents the enduring
nature of the family line,
but the relatively brief
existence of the individual
members. The fruit of the
mulberry cannot be bought
in a shop – if you want to taste
its explosive sweetness,
the only way is to visit a
garden where one grows
– or plant your own.
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GARDENING
TECHNIQUE OF THE MONTH

PLANTING SPRING BEDDING
The old-fashioned way with spring bedding – much-loved in municipal
gardens – was to plant in serried ranks punctuated by equally organised rows
of tulips. The planting at Loseley is far more informal, with forget-me-nots
and wallflowers weaving their way among the perennials in the borders,
filling the gaps left by the summer annuals. It does require a certain amount
of effort at a time when the temptation is to take things a bit easier,
but – as with bulb planting – the reward is a garden brimming with
colour when the herbaceous plants are just getting going.

BURNEY’S TIP FOR
OCTOBER

SNIP AND SNIP AGAIN
Our Verbena bonariensis are planted en masse
for best effect and we prune them now by two
thirds. This stops wind, rock and snow damage,
while giving protection from intense winter
cold. They are then cut back fully in the spring.

 lear the borders
C
of the summer
annual plants (right)
Rake over the cleared
area (far right)
Replant after rain,
or water the bed
thoroughly the
day before
Dig up the spring
bedding plants
from the nursery
bed if you have
grown your own,
or buy-in plants
Carefully divide
any large clumps
to maximise the
number of plants
available (right)
Transplant at 15cm
spacings and water
them well (far right)

OVERWINTERING DAHLIAS
Although dahlias can be left in the ground over winter, slugs do so much damage to the emerging young shoots that Burney
prefers to dig them up and start them into growth again in spring under cover, only planting them out once growing strongly.
 ut the dahlia
C
plants down to
a manageable
size before
digging them up
Use a border fork
to lift the tubers
gently – discard
any individual
ones that have
been pierced
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 ift the tubers
L
and carefully
knock off any
excess soil
Place the tubers
in a container
and cover with
fresh compost
Store overwinter
in a dark, dry,
cool place
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ROUTINE
TASKS IN
THE GARDEN
 arge projects are often
L
tackled in October, for
example, developing new
paths and seating areas
Dahlias are dug up and stored
Pumpkins are brought
under cover (below right)
Dead lower leaves are
removed from Brussels
sprout plants to allow air
to circulate (top right)
Leaves are gathered up
and removed as they fall
from the trees (far right)
Any large congested groups
of perennials, such as
Lysimachia ‘Firecracker’
and Crocosmia ‘Lucifer’,
are lifted, divided and
then replanted
countryliving.co.uk
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GARDENING

THIS PAGE, CLOCKWISE
FROM TOP LEFT Bright
hips of Rosa rugosa ‘Alba’;
leeks ready for harvesting
in the kitchen garden; cut
verbena stems are taken to
be composted; mistletoe;
Hydrangea quercifolia;
bronze fennel seed heads;
Miscanthus sinensis; a
spiky cardoon seed head

GET MORE ONLINE

WATCH PRACTICAL
GARDENING VIDEOS
AT COUNTRYLIVING.CO.UK
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THE BIG CLEAR-UP

These days, tidying up borders is generally left until spring to
provide winter shelter for beneficial insects and food for birds,
but at Loseley this isn’t practical – the gardeners would never
catch up if they left it that late. Besides which, there’s a wealth
of wildlife-friendly habitats and food sources on the estate.
Clearing up starts in early November with the cutting-back
of the perennials in the white garden, followed by the herb and
flower gardens, with as much as possible being composted. The
gardeners can then give the borders a thorough tidy; planting the
spring bedding continues and must be completed by Christmas.
In the vegetable garden, the team keeps the late vegetables
in good order to provide Christmas lunch for the house with
pickings of Brussels sprouts, carrots, leeks, cabbages and
parsnips. Runner bean vines are removed from their supports
and ripe seed saved for next year’s sowing. Fruit and nut trees
are pruned and all supports and ties are checked.
January is when all the roses are pruned, a necessary but not
very enjoyable task in the coldest and darkest time of the year,
but there are opportunities to warm up by the woodburning
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stove when the gardeners retire to the greenhouses to get on with
potting on autumn-sown seedlings and cuttings. Seed is sown to
propagate plants in readiness for the forthcoming Spring Garden
Show. In February, potting on is carried out and seed is ordered
for vegetables and summer annuals. The yew hedges are cut
and the crab-apple walk in the flower garden is pruned. The old
woodchip paths in the vegetable garden are dug out and renewed
with a fresh covering, and manure is worked into the beds.
As the year draws to a close, it’s clear that this organisation
and orderliness are key to keeping Loseley Park’s garden in peak
condition for the More-Molyneux family and the many visitors
who share its beauty from May to September. But it is also
reassuring to know there’s flexibility in the routines and that
tasks are done when it suits the gardening team rather than at
a specific time. Something to remember in our own plots.

Loseley Park, Guildford, Surrey (01483 304440;
loseleypark.co.uk). Gardens open from May to end of
September, Sunday-Thursday (including bank holidays).
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BURNEY’S TOP HOT-COLOUR PLANTS
Crocosmia ‘Lucifer’
perennial grown from corms
(middle, second from right)
Dahlia ‘David Howard’
tender perennial (above left)
Helenium autumnale
perennial (top right)
Helianthus ‘Monarch’
perennial (above right)
Kniphofia uvaria ‘Nobilis’
perennial (top, second from left)
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Ricinus communis
half-hardy annual (middle left)
Rudbeckia ‘Rustic Dwarf ’
perennial (left)
Tagetes ‘Tall Scotch Prize’
half-hardy annual (middle,
second from left)
Tithonia rotundiflora ‘Torch’
half-hardy annual (top left)
Zinnia ‘Aztec Sunset’
annual (middle right)
shop.countryliving.co.uk
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TECHNIQUE OF THE MONTH

STAKING TALL PLANTS

Most of us think of staking as something we do early in the season, after
which we just hope the plants won’t outgrow their supports and leave the
borders vulnerable to summer gales or heavy downpours. At Loseley they
will intervene even when a plant is fully grown, as one toppled specimen in
a border can take out or sprawl across its companions, spoiling the display.
Before you start, cut away any stems that are beyond saving to make it easier
to see what you are doing. Sturdy stakes are essential for mature plants.

SEASONAL TASKS
AT LOSELEY
 aths are hoed and
P
raked to keep them
clear of weeds
Some perennials
are cut back after
they have finished
flowering
The strappy foliage
of the red hot poker,
Kniphofia uvaria
‘Nobilis’, is reduced
by half so it doesn’t
detract from the
striking flowers
Deadheading on
a regular basis is
essential in order

to encourage plants
to continue flowering
Taller varieties are
supported with
sticks or stakes,
as necessary.
Coppiced hazel is
used for all types
– the herringbone
structure of its
branches provides
an ideal frame
and the natural
colour of the wood
is unobtrusive
Climbing roses
are pruned

Use a mallet to bang
the first stake into
position at one end
of the border – once
firmly in place,
stakes should be
approximately half
the height of the
plants to be secured
Position the second
stake at the other
end of the border
and bang into place
Run string between
the two stakes and
tie it off securely
Conceal the string
by tying a stem or
two of the supported
plant in front of
each stake

BURNEY’S TIP FOR AUGUST

PLANNING AHEAD

Now is the time to sow biennials, including forget-me-nots and sweet rocket, so they will flower next year. Although these
will self-seed naturally, in order to reproduce the large drifts of colour seen at Loseley in spring, it is necessary to sow
direct into nursery beds and move the young plants to their flowering positions later in the autumn.
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